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Sunshine as a Factor in Trade Recovery
mie of Mind Is a Factor in Business Activities--An
mple-Straws Which Tend to Show Which Way
Wind Is Blowing.

e few months before the outbreak 'of the war, Mr.
President of the United States, in making a state-
to, the causes of the business depression, stated
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While it is flot 'intended in this article to initiate a
sunshine movement-a much worse program could be
adopted-there are some indications, perhaps faîit as yet,
that there is the beginning of a rift in the clouds of doubt
and depression that hangs as a paîl over business in this
Province and throughout the Dominion.. From the point
loads, bank clearings, earnings of varions corporations that
of view of statistics, there is no evidence of a turn. Power

usually serve as trade baroni-__________________ eters, do flot show any change
in sight. And yet local. mer-
chants in the principal cities

~LUENCE IN TRADE say that the enquiry is better,
E RY. and that they are beginning to

have increased turnovers. The
causes mnay be due to ordinary

CTS RELATINC TO spring orders, and may be due
to increased consumptive re-
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fact that sales have not been
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RE INSURANCE the population. In either event
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ILye. is changing the attitude of
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There are other factors,
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